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The line speed was pretty good, but the transfer speed was still as slow as molasses. The connection speed to the ISP doesn't say it has to do with my 100 Megabit line, but how it says only 250-400 Kbps would be the line speed. I didn't want to bother them again about it, so I left it alone and just said to myself, "RTFM!" What we didn't know was that the only thing in use on the 100Meg line was the DSL modem, and that we had to tell my DSL modem to "use the
100Meg line as a backup line" to make it work. I don't know if this will resolve the problem permanently, but it has sped up the file transfer so much that I plan on trying it. Thank God we upgraded to the broadband rather than installing the telephone lines! In my old Dell Studio XPS desktop is a Dell e-cam HD that connects to the net through Wi-Fi. I could do video on this machine right away, but it takes around 20 seconds to transfer a 25mb file. I've tried all the fixes
suggested in this thread, and nothing works. The only thing that really made the process usable is to download a FireWire driver from Dell (with their official site) and connect my camera to the FireWire port. The machine I use is a 2006 iBook G4 running Tiger. One thing you should know is that if you have to keep the Live CD up and running all the time, it will eat up RAM. I had this problem and ended up running out of RAM. What I did was to shut the Windows down,

and then I rebooted into the Live CD. I have a 250gb hard drive and the iBook G4 only has 1GB of RAM so my RAM usage had to be low anyway. The Live CD only used around 100mb of RAM after all.
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i tried everything you suggested. i removed the admin account from all group policies
etc. i reinstalled windows 7 numerous times and even installed windows 7 32 bit onto
another partition. none of it made a difference. i tried an alternate nic that i thought

would be compatible. even though the only settings i did on this nic is to turn off
autotuning and rss, it still gets so overloaded that it causes my network to fail to connect.

tried running the diagnose and repair from the recovery console, it says that i need to
repair windows on the second machine with the first machine as the source machine. i

tried it, it says that this version of windows is not compatible with this version of
windows. i also tried going through the networking settings, disabling all networking

services, turning off autotuning etc. it was all perfectly fine with networking services on
and the network would work fine for a few days but then it would start slowing down and
eventually stop working entirely. i really hope you can help me with this because i have

been pulling my hair out over this for awhile. i can't go back to windows 8 because of this
issue and i hate booting into windows 7 because it has no support for certain things. i can

only boot into it if i use the recovery console because windows 7 requires the recovery
console to boot into windows. thank you for your response. i have a feeling that there are
only two solutions. either disable/re-enable all network adapters, or install all os services.

i disabled all network adapters on my computer (i know it's not smart, but it works). i
tried the exact same steps for the "disable all network services" and the "start the

services", "network," "remote settings," "components," "remote procedure call," and
"remote desktop services" options, and get the following message: 5ec8ef588b
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